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a b s t r a c t

Water-flow double-pane window design is an innovative concept that involves a controlled flow of water
within the cavity between the two glass panes. As the heat extracted by flowing water is much higher
than by ventilating air, the room heat gain can be reduced considerably and at the same time, the
window can serve as a water pre-heating device. In this paper, its thermal characteristics are investigated
with the use of a mathematical model. The effects of outdoor and indoor air temperatures, solar irra-
diance, beam angle, as well as water flow velocity on the heat flow are analyzed. The results indicate that
this innovative design is highly suitable for applications in warm and temperate climate regions.

� 2010 Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

To cope with the environmental needs of low carbon building
design, the transparent facade has been continuously a subject of
extensive research [1,2]. Thermal models were developed for
analyzing optical and energy performance of window systems
when exposed to direct sunlight, like the works of Ismail and
Henriquez [3], Loutzenhiser et al. [4] and Pal et al. [5]. Windows
coated with solar filters is able to block the heat transmissionwhile
allowing visible light to pass through [6]. Various techniques are
available to derive dynamic tintable windows such as electro-
chromic, gasochromic, liquid crystal and electrophoretic or sus-
pended-particle devices [7,8]. Baetens et al. [9] gave a thorough
literature review on the state-of-the-art smart window technology.

Using multiple panes of glass with sealed cavities and a range of
surface coatings makes it possible to increase the thermal insu-
lation significantly [10,11]. Performance of evacuated glazing has
been extensively studied [12,13]. Filling the space with a less
conductive but more viscous inert gas is able to minimize the scale
of thermal convection and conduction, and thus improve the
overall insulation characteristics, such as the works of Manz [14]
and Ismail et al. [15,16], including the studies on phase change
material insertion. Innovative single- and dual-channel airflow
windows have been suggested and analyzed, including the
reversible window frame [17e20].

Through a brief overview of the advanced window technology
suitable for cooling-demand climates [21], the authors introduce an
innovative design known as “water-flow” window. This involves
a controlled flow of water at the cavity between the double glass
panes, as in Fig. 1. The idea takes the fact that the effect of heat
extraction by flowing water is much better than flowing air. In this
way, the room heat gain can be reduced considerably. At the same
time, the window can serve as a water pre-heating device. This
innovative design therefore carries the advantages of supporting
services water heating, reducing air-conditioning load and
enhancing thermal and visual comfort. The performance of three
different double-pane glass combinations: (i) clear-and-clear,
(ii) absorptive-and-clear, and (iii) reflective-and-clear was also
evaluated in this previous paper [21]. Comparatively, the absorp-
tive-and-clear glass combination has been found having the best
energy saving potential. In this paper, the thermal characteristics of
this combination are systematically investigated with a wide range
of working conditions.

2. Thermal analysis of water-flow window

2.1. Energy flow paths

Presented in Fig. 1 are the energy flow paths at a water-flow
double-pane window when exposed to direct sunlight. Solar irra-
diance In, incident normally on the outer window glass, is partly
transmitted and partly reflected. The remaining portion is absorbed
by the two glass panes and the flowing water. At the centre of glass,
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